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The eect of the angular momentum density of a gravitational
source on the times of flight of light rays in an interferometer is ana-
lyzed. The calculation is made imagining that the interferometer is at
the equator of the gravity source and, as long as possible, the metric,
provided it is stationary and axisymmetric, is not approximated. Fi-
nally, in order to evaluate the size of the eect in the case of the Earth
a weak eld approximation is introduced. For laboratory scales and
non-geodesic paths the correction turns out to be comparable with the
sensitivity expected in gravitational waves interferometric detectors,
whereas it drops under the threshold of detectability when using free
(geodesic) light rays.
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1 Introduction
The famous Michelson-Morley experiment does not require any explanation
regarding its nature and the crucial role that history reserved to it is well
known. It has been discussed in any respect in the early days of relativ-
ity and considered also on its fundamental meaning [1] . Since then it has
been assumed that no anisotropy can be revealed until the frontier of spe-
cial relativity is traversed. Only in a few cases anisotropies deriving from
general relativistic corrections were considered [2][3], but only descending
from the gravitational red shift in non-horizontal arms of the interferometer.
Schwarzschild-like corrections do not produce any eect in the horizontal
plane.
However, if the source of the eld is rotating as it is the case for the
Earth, the situation in principle changes. This means that a tiny anisotropy
can legitimately be expected, depending on the angular momentum of the
source.
On the other hand the search for measurable eects of the angular mo-
mentum of the gravitational eld is always active in order to add a new
direct verication of the consequences of general relativity. The only positive
result at the moment concerns the precession of the nodes of the orbit of
the LAGEOS satellite [4] (Lense-Thirring eect [5]). In the next few years
the space mission Gravity Probe B (GPB) is planned to fly carrying gyro-
scopes which should in turn verify the Lense-Thirring eect too [6]; nally a
series of dierent possibilities connected both with the Sagnac eect and the
gravitomagnetic clock eect have been considered [8][7].
The present paper will set the general formalism to verify a possible influ-
ence of the angular momentum density of the Earth on a Michelson-Morley
type experiment. Numerical estimates will show that the eect is quite small
in any case, however using non-geodesic light paths it could turn out to be
comparable with what people are expecting and planning to measure with big
size interferometric gravitational waves detectors like LIGO [9] and VIRGO
[10].
2 Preliminaries
The Michelson-Morley experiment is an interferometric measure and uses
light, let us then start from a generic null line element in polar coordinates
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and within an axially symmetric static eld originated by a central body
endowed with an angular velocity Ω = dφ/dt:
0 = gttdt




The g’s are of course the elements of the metric and are independent both





















where we introduced the parameters a = J/Mc (J is the angular momentum
of the source, M is its mass and c is the speed of light), µ = 2GM/c2
(Schwarzschild radius of the source). Further approximations can be done
if we consider that the interferometer is placed near the equator: for short
enough arms (rst order a/r, µ/r and pi
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gφφ ’ −r2 − a2
Now let us consider r = constant world lines only. This choice corresponds
to limiting the study to light beams contained locally in a "horizontal" plane
(actually this would require a wave guide locally shaped as a constant grav-
itational potential surface). The null (non-geodesic) world line becomes:
0 = gttdt




If we start from a point located on the equator (θ = pi/2) and for short
enough excursions in the "horizontal plane" we can assume, at the lowest
order in θ, that, for light, φ and θ variations are approximately proportional
to each other, so:
jdθj = χ jdφj (5)
where χ is a constant.
Supposing that the light beam is along a North-South (in the rotating
frame) interferometer arm, the coecient χ takes into account the angular
speed of the frame (the Earth).




g2tφ − gttgθθχ2 − gttgφφ
gtt
dφ (6)






Of course in the case of an East-West beam it is χ = 0.
3 Times of flight of non-geodesic light beams





g2tφ − gttgθθχ2 − gttgφφ
gtt
φ1 (8)
tN is the time of flight to reach the northern mirror and φ1 is the angular
coordinate of the event; the drift of the beam is naturally in the prograde
sense.
The world line of the mirror (initially at θ = pi
2
−  and φ = 0; here 
represents the angular stretch of the interferometer arm) is:
tN = φ1/Ω (9)
Ω is of course the angular speed of the Earth.
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Actually at the lowest order in θ (10) does not contain θ itself and conse-
quently on an r = R = constant surface χ is a constant.
From (7) we see that to span the South-North angular distance , one









gtt + 2gtφΩ + gφφΩ2






g2tφ − gttgθθχ2S − gttgφφ
gtt
φ2 (12)
where φ2 is the Earth’s rotation angle between the reflection and the arrival
back at the source. It must be
tS = φ2/Ω (13)
(12) and (13) give χS = χ as in (10); then it is tS = tN , φ2 = φ1. Finally the
total time of flight South-North-South is
tSNS = tN + tS = 2
√
− gθθ
gtt + 2gtφΩ + gφφΩ2

To proceed further we recall the explicit expressions for the g’s, given in
(3): now, posing  = l/R where l is the length of the arm of the interferom-
eter and R is the radius of the Earth, one has approximately:


















All further corrections in θ, i.e. , are indeed quadratic and multiply the
other small terms, thus resulting much smaller than them.
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The next step is to consider the time of flight along the East-West arm
of the interferometer.







The world line of the eastern end mirror, assuming equal length arms, is
φ =  + Ωt which means also
φE =  + ΩtE (15)


















(φE − φW ) (17)
φW is the angular coordinate of the source at the arrival time of the reflected
beam. It must also be
φW = Ω (tE + tW ) (18)









The total West-East-West time of flight is
tWEW = tE + tW = 2
√
g2tφ − gttgφφ
gtt + 2gtφΩ + Ω2gφφ
 (20)
The dierence in the time of flight along the two arms at the lowest order
weak eld approximation is







4 Geodesic light beams
The situation for free, i.e. geodesic, light rays is dierent from the description
given in the previous section. Now we start from the remark that in the
equatorial plane the bending of the light rays is lower than the curvature of
the circle along which the mirrors of the interferometer move. Actually in
the zeroth order of approximation the time of flight of light between the two
end mirrors of an arm of the interferometer is deduced from the length of the








where φo =  Ωt (+ in the prograde path, − in the reverse trip).
Taking into account the eect of the mass M and the angular momentum
density a, we expect a deviation from the straight line, which can be expressed
in terms of the space curvature of the light beam k = 1/ρ (ρ is the radius of
curvature).
A further approximation can be to use the average curvature of the path
between the two ends of the interferometer arc. The length of the intercepted
beam would then be
ρψ (23)
where ψ is the angle subtending the moving interferometer arc, as seen from
the curvature center. When the space trajectory of the light rays is not
contained in the equatorial plane, we expect it also no more to be plane at
all, however reasonably the non-planarity corrections will be smaller than the
other corrections we are introducing.
The chord subtended to the arc (23) is of course the same when seen from







Now φ is slightly dierent from the former φo:
φ = φo  Ωδt












































Reasonably it is ρ >> R and all angles are small (< 10−6 rad, which is the
angle subtended under a 1 m arm, from the center of the Earth). This allows


















Now we need an explicit expression for ρ. A standard approach [11]
moves from considering the right hand side of (4) divided by dλ2 (where λ is
an ane parameter) as the Lagrangian of the light ray. The cyclicity of the








































2jgtφ − gφφ − j2gtt
(jgtt − gtφ)2
(26)
A 0 denotes dierentiation with respect to φ and j = L/E. Introducing





















Dierentiating with respect to φ we end up with the dierential equation






µa− 4u3a2 + 3
j2
ua2 (29)
Now coming to the local curvature of the rays in the equatorial plane, it
























u0 cosφ+ (1 + u2a2) u sinφ








= A (φ) + B (φ) a2 (30)
where A (φ) and B (φ) are rather complicated functions of u, u0, u00 and φ.
The formula (30) can be explicitly written in a convenient form if the
curvature is calculated at the point of closest approach of the ray to the
center of the Earth (maximum value of u which we are calling um). There
we expect u0 = 0 and can decide that φ = 0. Reasonably the average value of
the curvature along the path of the light diers from the value at the closest
approach by small corrections.
The curvature value we shall use is then
1
ρ











= − (u00m + um) (31)






























Now back to the time dierence (24). A further crude approximation can be















The correction, as we see, is negligibly small:  10−36 s for the pure mass
term and  10−40 s for the a2 term.
Out of the equatorial plane we cannot reasonably expect the situation
to be dierent. Of course the dierence in flight times along the two arms
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cannot but be less or at most equal in the order of magnitude to (32). In
practice this means that for free light rays in the terrestrial environment the
straight line approximation is fairly adequate and the time of flight dierence
has the typical 0 value of the Michelson-Morley experiment.
5 Conclusion
The result (21) is obtained in the presumption that a physical apparatus
(bidimensional wave guide) obliges the light rays to move along constant
radius paths. Were this possible the order of magnitude estimate at the
surface of the Earth for 1 m long interferometer arms would be:
t  10−20 s (33)
This eect is purely gravitomagnetic and rather small but not entirely neg-
ligible. Should the interferometer rotate in the horizontal plane, the time of
flight dierence t would alternatively change of sign displaying an oscillat-
ing behaviour which in principle could be detected.
It is remarkable that the obtained numeric value compares with the ex-
pected phase (and time) shifts in the gravitational wave interferometric de-
tectors now under construction, as LIGO and VIRGO [9],[10]. There indeed
a sensitivity is expected in measuring displacements of the order of 10−16 m
which corresponds to a time of flight 4 orders of magnitude lower than (33) .
Unfortunately it is not easy to design an actual experiment ensuring the
required non geodesic light rays at least for interferometer arm lengths in the
order of meters, so we must content ourselves with a rather general solution
of the problem and the not absurd estimate in (33).
As we saw using free (geodesic) rays leads to a dramatic drop in the
order of magnitude of the mixed gravitoelectric and gravitomagnetic eect,
well below any reasonable threshold of detectability.
The quest for measurable gravitomagnetic eects continues.
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